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ABSTRACT

Runs with our present version of GAPCON-THERMAL-2
have been compared to results from the EPRI code
comparison study. Usually also our version cf
GAPCON predicts high temperatures, 100-300 K or
10-15% higher than average code predictions and
experimental results. The well-known temperature-
gas release instability is found also with GAPCON.
In this case one identifies the gas release limits
1400°C and 1700°C as instability points.('^)
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to verify our version of GAPCON-THERMAL-2

and our way of performing calculations we have

made runs to compare with results in the EPRI

code comparison study [1, 2]. In our calculation

we did use our (present) version of GAPCON with

its own data-set (not EPRI's recommended data)

and with the practice (options) we usually use

for best estimate calculations.

2.

I

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT VERSION OF
THE CODE

The code we use is essentially GAPCON-THERMAL-2

[3, 4]. Some minor changes have been made compared

to the listing in (4] in order to make the code

perform as intended in the description [3], Most

of these changes are described in Appendix C. Some

changes have also been made in the physical models.

These changes are described in Appendix D but we

will here give the most essential aspects.

A model for grain growth has been included. The

value from this model for the columnar grain

growth radius is used to calculate the restructur-

ing radius. A simple model for transient fission

gas release has also been included. The model uses

instead of fixed temperature zone limits, time de-

pendent zone limits defined by the correlations

used to calculate the radius for onset of grain

growth and for 2*3 m diameter grains. The model

essentially gives the GAPCON-THERMAL-2 results for

long times ( 120 h).

The model for thermal expansion has been changed

to have free expansion already from the fuel centre.

The densification model has been changed to yield
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a fractional radial change of one third instead

of one half of the fractional density change. The

low temperature gas release model has been changed

so as to really use the length of a time step and

not the total time (burn-up) to calculate the re-

lease during the time step. We believe that this

model fulfills the intent of the original GAPCON-

THERMAL-2 model.

In our version of GAPCON input and output is in

Si-units.

3.

3.1

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

General

The essential results which can be compared to ex-

perimental results in these runs are temperature

and gas release. Notice that GAPCON calculates a

"thermal" gap which is used and calibrated to

temperature and this is not necessarily the same

as the "mechanical" gap which determines mechanical

interaction between fuel and clad.

It has been noticed [5] that GAPCON predicts too

high temperatures using the densification model

but that not including densification usually gives

better results. In our calculations we assume

isotropic densification (see Appendix D) which

reduces it compared to the original GAPCON model.

Also our version of GAPCON usually predicts high

temperatures - see, however, case D.

Another thing which the EPRI study shows is that

the code temperature estimates usually lie in a

band with a spread of 200-400 K between the highest

and the lowest value. The most uncertain part of

the tempera i.u re prediction is the influence of

the gap. The temperature jump ove. the gap is by

the codes calculated to 100-500 K depending on

gap size and amount of fission gas in the gap.
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Another important thing to consider in efforts to

verify code predictions is the experimental un-

certainty. Temperature estimates using grain size

are difficult to make better than »100 K. Power

determination is difficult and better than an un-

certainty of »5% in absolute value is difficult

to obtain. This corresponds to about *50 K in

center-line temperature. If center-line thermo-

couples are used one has to correct for the fact

that the center is not fuel and also for thermo-

couple degradation.

For a more detailed description of the experiments

and the EPRI code evaluation results we refer to

[1] and [2J.

3.2 Case A

The power history is given in Figure Al. The tempe-

rature predictions are given in Fiqure A2. The

scatter band for the temperature predictions in

the EPRI study [1] is about 400 K. The influence

on the GAPCON prediction of using isotropic den-

sification is to reduce the temperature and make

the predictions agree better with other prediction.

This applies to the first 1200 hours before the

late in life high powers. Then our GAPCON predicts

very high temperatures. In part this is due to

the higher fission gas release predicted by GAPCON

but most important is probably that our GAPCON

does not predict contact pressure but only a

closed gap.

The experimental value relating to temperature is

measured equiaxed grain growth. As shown in Figure

A2 the deduced experimental value for the maximum

centerline temperature is only about 100 K lower

than the prediction.
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Our version ef GAPCON predicts grain growth radii.

The result is: onset of grain growth at a radius

5.65 mm and 25 um diameter grains at 5.04 mm. The

experimental value is "equiaxed" grain growth at

5.0+0.2 mm. The agreement must be considered satis-

factory in view of the unspecified experimental

grain size. In the experiment they infer a tempe-

rature of 1870 K (2910+90°F) at the radius of grain

growth. We use as temperature limits 1700 K for

onset of grain growth and 2000 K for 25 urn dia-

meter grains. The experimental value for the grain

growth radius should thus lie between our limits

but closer to the 25 urn grain growth radius.

Figure A3 shovs the gas release predictions. The

scatter in the EPRI study prediction in the end

of life gas release is from 25-50%. The experimen-

tal value is at the lower end of this band (26.7%).

Our prediction is 48% which is high but of the

right order of magnitude.

3.3 Case B

The power history used is given in Figure A4. The

temperature predicLions are given in Figure A5.

The scatter band for the temperature predictions

in the EPRI study [1] is 400-600 K. The two GAPCON

predictions agree quite well - within 100 K. They

also lie within the scatter band of the other

codes.

Our GAPCON calculation predicts onset of grain

growth at 4.72 mm radius and 25 urn diameter grains

at 3.79 mm radius. The measured value for "equi-

axed" grain growth is 3.2*0.3 mm. Our prediction

is thus, like the predictions of the other codes,

high compared to the experimental value.
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The gas release predictions by GAPCON are given

in Figure A6. For the other codes we have a

scatter at the end of life (EOL) from 8 to 30%

release. Our calculated EOL value is 8.8%. There

is no experimental value for this rod.

3.4 Case C

The power history used is given in Figure A7. The

temperature predictions are given in Figure A8.

In our calculation we have used hollow pellets

to allow for the thermocouple hole. Unfortunately

the present GAPCON version then forces us to assume

that all pellets are hollow. The temperature pre-

dictions are only 50-100 K high, which is good

compared to the EPRI study scatter band. Experi-

mental grain growth and fission gas release data

are missing. The EPRI study scatter for fission

gas release is from 2 to 11%. Our GAPCON predic-

tion is low, only 0.4%.

3.5 Case D

The power history used is shown in Figure A9. Tem-

perature predictions are shov/n in Figure A10. In

this case densification can play an important role.

Increasing the densification in our case lead to

the well-known instability from positive coupling

between increased temperature and increased fission

gas release. Decreasing gap size due to increas-

ing thermal expansion eventually leads to a new

equilibrium. In our case the center-line tempera-

ture increased, increasing the densification by

a factor two, from 1050°C to 1949°C. An increase

of the densification by a factor 1.5 only lead to

a temperature increase from 1050°C to 1189°C i e

instability did not occur. These results are shown

in Figure All. Notice that the power increase when

the instability occurs is only from 20.2 to 21.0

kW/m! These results show the extreme sensitivity
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of temperature to modelling of this phenomenon.

Instability occurs when the temperature passes

the gas release zone limits in GAPCON - 1400°C

and 1700°C. *i more realistic, continuous, gas

release model should lead to less drastic changes

but since gas release involves diffusion tempera-

ture sensitivity is large.

The temperature prediction of course greatly in-

fluences grain growth and gas release predictions.

The experimental value for "equiaxed" grain growth

is at a radius of 2.4 "-0.2 mm. In our normal case

we predicted no grain growth, but in the case

with "double densification" the result was: onset

of grain growth at 4.87 mm radius and 25 ntn dia-

meter grains at 3.76 mm radius.

The fission gas release is in our normal case 0.6%

and in the "double densification" case 45.2%. The

EPRI study scatter is from 1.6% to 22.4%. The ex-

perimental value is 13.4%.

4. SUMMARY

The results of the comparisons made are summarized

in Table Bl. We notice that usually the GAPCON-

STUDSVIK temperature prediction is higher than the

average code and the experimental value. In case

D, however, it turned out that the densification

was not sufficient to drive GAPCON-STUDSVIK into

the temperature gas release instability (a center

line temperature above 1400°C is needed) and con-

sequently the temperature prediction was low.

The gas release predictions generally follow the

temperature1 predictions i e high temperature means

high gas release, as expected.

Code temperature predictions usually lie in a

scatter band of 400-500 K or an uncertainty cf

about '15* in the temperature drop from fuel center
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to coolant. This scatter of code predictions, we

believe, reflects the state of the art in code

prediction. Partly this is due to lack in under-

standing and modelling of fuel behaviour and

partly it reflects experimental uncertainty in

verification experiments e g grain growth tempe-

rature estimates.

I
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APPENDIX C- CORRECTIONS IN GAPCON

K Jump distance (G1PG2)

The jump distances (Gl and G2) in the program are

calculated in cm but used as if they were in inches.

The whole algorithm {GAPCON 507-608) has been

changed and simplified. Practical importance:

a little.

2. Plenum temperature (TPLENA)

The plenum temperature was in the case of an in-

putted table of TINLET (I) taken to be 10°F above

the inlet (bottom) temperature and not the outlet

(top) temperature. The algorithm is changed

(GAPCON 75, 76). Practical importance: very little.

3. Melt radius (RTM, RMELT)

If there is a void (RVOID0) then, if no melting

occurs, the code still sets the melt radius equ^l

to the void radius due to the way of interpolation

in the subroutine TERP. This has been changed so

that if no melting occurs the melt radius is zero.

This has necessitated a change in the subroutine

GASREL, which in any case should be done in order

to make the expression more physical. The change

is that in GASREL 37 RTM has been replaced by RVOID.

Pratical importance: none more than a clearer phy-

sical meaning of the melt radius in case of a void

and no melting.

4. Gas release (GASREL)

Two misprints in the code have been corrected. A

missing RATS12 has been included in GASREL 57 and

the LGSR has boen taken away from GASREL 60.
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In the same time the algorithm has been rewritten

a little and the use of CORR has been made con-

sistent.

Practical importance: the misprints are important.

5. Melt temperature (TM)

Due to a coding error the melt temperature decreased

rapidly when NFUEL<0 i e for Pu-containing fuel.

This has been corrected.

Practical importance: the error leads to nonsense

results for Pu-containing fuel but has no importance

if the fuel does not contain Pu.
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APPENDIX D. PHYSICALLY NEW MODELS IN GAPCON

1_. Grain growth

A model for grain growth has been introduced. The

models for equiaxed grain growth yield results

in agreement with the model of Ainscough et al [6).

The model for columnar grain growth yields results

in general agreement with Nichol's model [7]. The

correlations used are from [8] and recast so as to

take into account the cumulative effect of time

and temperature. For onset of grain growth is

used

. tiexp(-46512/T) = 1.585-10
-10

where 't- is a time step in hours and T is the

temperature in K. For 25 -m diameter grains is used

tiexp(-61480/T) =6.310-10
-12

and for columnar grains

Lexp(-o6084/T) = 5.012-10l
-12

In order to take into account a saturation effect

(a limiting grain size) ,'t, is set equal to 120 h

in the equations if t. 120 h. This results in a

temperature of 1700 K for onset of grain growth,

of about 2000 K for 25 ..m equiaxed grains and of

about 2150 K for columnar grain growth when the

irradiation time is long (.120 h).

Practical importance: a history dependent grain

growth model which can be directly compared to

experimental results.

2. Restructuring

For restructuring the radius for columnar grain growth

(RCOL) calculated by the grain growth model is used.
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(RSIN = RCOL in the subroutine RTEMP and in GAPCON

745). The code has also been made to accept diffe-

rent restructuring radii and void (center hole)

radii for different axial segments. We intend to

also include the option of different initial

center holes for different axial segments.

Practical importance: some.

3_. Transient fission gas release

In order to obtain a gas release model, which at

least limits the gas release when the time at

temperature is short, a simple model was made

based on the grain growth correlations used in

the model for grain growth. Due to lack of data

the model has not been verified. The model has

been made such that it is the same as the GAPCON-

THERMAL-2 model when the time at temperature is

long (120 h). GAPCON divides the fuel in tempera-

ture zones. One zone limit is 1400°C. This limit

(1400°C) we have replaced by the time dependent

limit for onset of grain growth used in the grain

growth model i e

T 1400 = 1 n
3 6 3 6 0 459.67

lulogt+9.8

where T 1400 is the temperature limit in °F when

the time at tc.po-ature is t hours. For t 120 h

t is set to 120 h leading to a long time tempera-

ture limit of 1427°C i e essentially the GAPCON-

THERMAL-2 limit. In the same way the temperature

limit 1700°C has been replaced by the .imit for

25 um grains i e:

T 1700 = T 7 T i i ° ^ 459.67
i l J logt+11.2
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where as above T 1700 is the temperature limit in

F when the time at temperature is t hours. For

t>120 h t io set to 120 h leading to a long time

temperature limit of 1738°C i e again essentially

the GAPCON-THERMAL-2 limit.

Practical importance: limits gas release for short

time steps (hours) .

4. Thermal expansion

GAPCON uses a model for thermal expansion of the

fuel which we have not understood the physical

reasoning behind: "The code finds the node where

the maximum increase in radius occurs, and it is

assumed that all the thermal expansion that occurs

inside that increment is accounted for by the

radius increase of that increment. Outside that

node free radial expansion of the rings is assumed."

We have taken the thermal expansion to be free

radially from the fuel centre yielding a somewhat

larger radial expansion than the original GAPCON

model.

Practical importance: small if gap closure occurs

also for the original GAPCON model. Can be impor-

tant if gap closure does not occur and the gas

thermal conductivity is degraded by fission gas

release.

5. Densification

The code assumes that the relationship between frac-

tional density change (Ap/p) and fractional radius

change (Ar/r) is

b
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We now use the less conservative model of isotropic

radial shrinkage, also acceptable to the USNRC [9]

Ar
r

i
3 p

Practical importance: decreases the conservatism

of temperature predictions when densification occurs.

6. Low temperature gas release

The code uses the integrated burnup (BURNUP) to

calculate the number of fissions/cm (FT) during

a time step. The expression used in GAPCON for

the low temperature gas release is [3, equation (26)]

p = S , {3__3_
V M 4 vft [1 - exp(-j ft)]}

where

F = fraction of gas release

S/V (%TD,BU) = effective surface-to-volume ratio
of the fuelia function of density and
burnup) (cm )

9. = recoil range of fission fragment (7x10

v =

f =

t =

-4 cm)

volume of fuel ejected from the fuel sur-
face by "knock-out" (2xlO~21 cm-*)

fission rite (fissions/cm /sec)

irradiation time (sec)

In order to correctly describe the influence of

time steps we use the expression for the release

during a time step

d t

with
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ar _ s ,
dt v l vft

vft vft

—>i
Practical importance: minor.

/Eli
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